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Biography of Zakir Husain, 1897-1969, president of India.

Dealing on various common political issues of India after 1977 onwards.
In the Indian context.
The present study on Hakim Saheb's life and contribution will serve a useful
purpose in strengthening the feelings of national integration as well as
enlightening the general reader with some of the events which have remained
unknown so far. Hakim Ajmal Khan, A man of multi-dimensional personality, his
whole life was a saga of selfless service and sacrifice.
With reference to India; contributed papers of two seminars.
In mid-March 1992, a group of forty scholars, journalists, strategists, and government
officials met in Kathmandu, Nepal, to assess the post-Cold War world. The meeting
marked both a summing up and a beginning. Many of the conference participants had
been associated at one time or another with the Program in Arms Control,
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Disarmament, and International Security (A CD IS) at the University of lllinois at UrbanaChampaign. Founded in 1978, ACDIS had from its very first year recruited scholars
from South Asia (and scholars working on South Asia). Much of this work was
supported by a continuing grant from the Ford Foundation (which also contributed
major support for the Kathmandu meeting), but lllinois was also "home" for a number of
Fulbright and Asia Foundation grantees.1 The meeting in Kathmandu provided an
opportunity for these individuals to again meet with each other and with faculty and staff
associated with ACDIS.
Papers of the National Workshop on "Factors Responsible for the Low Performance of
Health and Family Welfare in Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, and Madhya Pradesh"
organized by the Operations Research Group at the India International Centre, New
Delhi, 21-22 January 1986.
Study of the Patna Municipal Corporation.
Warm and witty, poignant and chilling by turns, here is a collection of twelve short
stories as diverse as life itself. The settings are Indian no doubt, yet also universal in
the human types and emotions so deftly and engagingly captured. What these stories
have in common is a quiet, restrained, direct and simple style; deceptively simple and
quiet however, for the evocation of place and atmosphere is vivid and the context
packed with meaning: at times emotional, at times violent, at times muted, or even
humorous, but never bland. The racy narrative carries the reader past many a sharp
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turn and anxious moment with a swift and graceful ease which makes reading this work
a delight. Gabriel s use of traditional forms and techniques and his use of Indian
settings make his work seem like a pleasing blend of Somerset Maugham and R.K.
Narayan, but a unique and distinctive blend all the same.
Seminar papers.
This study examines the social and psychological processes that led to the Partition of the
Indian subcontinent in 1947. It recognizes the long-term continuities in the idiom of conflict (as
well as cooperation), and shows that, by 1900, the conflicts and animosities were gathering a
self-aggravating momentum. The book moves back and forth between evidence and general,
or theoretical, understanding. Separateness between Hindus and Muslims grew reciprocally,
with hardening religious identities and the growing frequency of incidents of conflict. These
skirmishes had several dimensions: symbolic (desecrating places of worship), societal
(conversions), and physical (violence against women). As mutual trust declined, a quarter
century of negotiations under diverse auspices failed to yield an agreement, and even the
framework of the Partition in 1947 was imposed by the colonial rulers. A theoretically informed
study, this book takes a comparative stance along several axes. Recognizing long-term
continuities in the idiom of conflict (as well as of cooperation), it will be of interest to students of
conflicts, Partitions, history, sociology, and South Asian studies.
Principles and Practice of Urology (Volumes I and II) was created to provide a fresh, practical
and concise review of the important urological issues faced in the daily practice. An easy and
simple style is used to discuss the different urological diseases. This comprehensive and
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compact presentation serves the undergraduate and postgraduate medical student as a text
book while providing a rapid review of the subject with reference work for the experienced
professional, including General Surgeons, gynecologists, oncologist, neurologists,
neurosurgeons, pediatric surgeons, spinal surgeons, nephrologists and physicians. The first
chapter of the book describes the scholars of urology in the past few centuries and introduces
their innovative works. This is followed by 16 different sections containing about 108 urological
topics described in the simplest possible way. This book is clearly illustrated with plenty of
original clinical photographs and about 500 line diagrams to explain the text. Flow charts are
included at the end of the major chapters to outline the practical management of the clinical
problems. In two volumes, this book is ideal for rapid reference, providing instant help in the
out patient, in the ward, or in any setting with patients suffering from urological problems.
Volume-I covers basic science and clinical urology including chapters on: Section 1: Evolution
of Urological Techniques Section 2: Clinical Observation Section 3: Investigations of Urological
Disease Section 4: Pediatric Urology Section 5: General Urology Section 6: Emergency
Urology Section 7: Genitourinary Infection Section 8: Genitourinary Obstruction Section 9:
Female Urology Section 10: Neuro-urology Volume-II covers clinical and practical urology
including chapters on: Section 11: Reconstructive Urology Section 12: Uro-oncology Section
13: Uro-lithiasis Section 14: Reproductive urology Section 15: Practical urology Section 16:
Renal transplant
The Book Considers The Partition Of India In 1947 To Have Been The Most Disastrous Of
Political Solutions For The Subcontinent. Tracing Past History, It Shows How The Indian
Leaders Were Manipulated By The British Into Seeing Partition As The Only Solution. The
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Author Does Not Accept The Official Reasons For Hurrying The Negotiation, Nor The Claim
That Partition Had Become Inevitable. The Records Of The Transfer Of Power And Earlier
Talks Do Not Show The Real Spring That Thrust Partition Upon The Subcontinent. The Book
Sets Out To Find Precisely That. A Provocative Book On Historical Problems Which Have
Acquired A New Dimension In The Contemporary Political Scene.
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